
 

Afterword [The Slovak text appears on page 262] 

 

My father left behind a secret gift. In the last two years of his life, he completed this portrait of a 

Slovak sculptor, Ján Mathé, whose large-scale figures religiously transformed many post-Communist 

housing projects and their spiritless landscapes. Cultivating a soul molded for years in the arid gardens 

of an East-Central European lost Eden, how did Father’s engagement with a modern religious artist 

irrigate his desert? 

With his first wife, my mother Magdalena, Father dedicated his young adult life and work in art 

history to the Communist intellectual and social ideals. After being expelled from the Communist Party, 

along with many others in one-time Czechoslovakia after 1968, he was forced from the teaching post he 

held at the Comenius University; as a result, Father became disillusioned with many, if not all, high 



ideals.  Neither inspired by one-time social utopian hopes, nor its scientistic mirror image in positivist 

realism, Father was increasingly attracted to the postmodern terrain on whose horizon he could see the 

death of God, the human self, the author, and the end of history. Conceptual art, happenings, teaching 

students in his apartment, meeting with art friends--these fragments filled his life in the late 70s and 

80s. Father became a critic of the new post-Communist world without moorings, and even the fall of the 

Iron Curtain, his momentary return to the Comenius University, and new freedom to organize art 

exhibits in Žilina, Bratislava, and abroad, did not significantly impact his intellectually skeptical and 

spiritually agnostic perspective on life.  Father never made an effort to reclaim his Full Professorship in 

art history, even after his post-1989 rehabilitation. He was never invited to do so. Still, he took vicarious 

delight in my earning tenure and full professorship in philosophy at Purdue. 

Father transformed his world view, indeed his very self, through writing in relative secret a 

deeply moving spiritual testament and meditation on Ján Mathé’s work. Those who know his life work 

and have known him for years--regardless whether they shared his  social idealism or his Nietzschean, 

Heideggerian, Foucauldean or Derridean excursions in thought--will find here a new language of 

inwardness, a newly created person.  And so I am willing to wager that this book will dramatically 

change the reception of Docent Dr. Radislav Matuštík’s place in the art history and criticism of the 

twentieth-century Slovak and world art.  

One of the original inspirations for Father’s unpublished opus was not only his lifelong friendship 

with Ján Mathé and his family, but more concretely a citation he found in volume 2 of Theology of 

Agape (1994) by Jozef Zvěřina. Zvěřina was one of the most important Czech Catholic thinkers of the era 

that impacted the period of my teen Christian conversion while I lived in Prague. In those days, I never 

self-awarely knew about my mother’s deeply Jewish origins and the Nazi persecution of her family in 

Slovakia. The young communist parents brought me and my brother, Pavel, as assimilated atheists. After 

Mother died in 1972, there was nobody left to tell her Jewish story. My Christian conversion in 1972 was 



a form of my youth revolt against the generation of my parents. But the inwardness it opened was 

something I was not be able to communicate with my father while I still lived in Czechoslovakia. The 

years of my exile in the U.S.A. took us even farther apart. It was not until our first clandestine meeting in 

Budapest in 1988 and then regularly after 1989 in Bratislava that I was able to gradually peek into the 

soul of this increasingly earnest and deeply feeling Radislav.  

Dr. Zvěřina was among those whom I have read secretly in my Gymnasium years in Prague. Life’s 

mystery comes a full circle to me. In his research on the present work, Father annotated page 217 of 

Zvěřina’s above cited book: 

 

There are works that belong to the Marian songs of praise [the Magnificat], “Many nations will 

bless me.“ I can mention only one work of our abstract art, it is called “The fruit of your life“ by 

Ján Mathé, a Slovak sculptor from Košice [the town in East Slovakia, also the region where Andy 

Warhol’s parents were born]. The scultpure is from stone in a monumental proprotion. Mary is 

signified by a line in the image of letter “C“—a body line of mediaeval madonas that are 

motherly, tender, protective. Here it is the line truly motherly in whose womb is a fruit—

a sphere, conception, beginning of the new cosmos. It is not a painting, it is a fundamental 

archaic form—“the mariological principle“—expressed in the sculpted matter. No other plastic 

art would truly fit among the high beton buildings [the Communist housing]. There stands 

something mariologically essential and fundamental—a promise and hope. 

 

How did the feminine face of the divine – whether Christian Bogorodica or Jewish Shekinah -

speak to my father at the end of his life? I was never able to ask Father these questions, and I was too 

young to question Mother about her past as a Holocaust survivor. I do not have at my fingertips any 

decent theology or philosophy that would doctrinally reconcile my genuinely free and humanistic 



atheistic home and the later hybrid, minimally Jewish and Christian, spirtual inheritance I embraced by 

choice. But I do find deep solace in recognizing in Father’s last work the Maternal Face of divine love. 

The tomb of the Communist Mother Party has been empty for some time now, yet no resurrection of 

Ezekiel’s dry bones is awaited; no Easter proclamation by women at the tomb follows; yet this is where 

Ján Mathé’s sculptures grow spiritual flowers and where, out of Father’s pen, springs uncanny hope in 

the deserts of devastation wreaked by state communist regimes.  Father’s parting gift to his four 

childern - Pavel, Martin, Kyra, Nina, three grandchildren, Katka, Meghan, Sasha, and two great 

grandchildren, Teri and Richard-  and many colleagues and friends gestures towards this promise. The 

reader may hear it in the margins of the present work and in one’s own heart. 
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